1* Introduction. In [1, 2] several authors have studied scalar dependent algebras, i.e., not necessarily associative algebras R over a field F which are equipped with a map g: R x R x R -> F such that (xy)z = g (x, y, z)x(yz) for all x, y, z e R. The main result there was that if a scalar dependent algebra contains an idempotent e, then it is associative. In [3] the study was extended to the case of algebras over a principal ideal domain. Here we shall look at the analogous situation in the alternative case.
Specifically, suppose that R is a not necessarily associative algebra over a field F of characteristic Φ 2 equipped with a map g: R x R x R -> F and consider the identities: (1) (xy)z + (yx)z = g (x, y, z) 
[x(yz) + y(xz)] (2) (xy)z + (a?s)# = g(x, V, z)[x{yz) + x(zy)]
(3 ) (a?2/)jδ + (zy)x = flr(a?, j/, s)|>(3/s) (4) x(yz) + «(y«) = g (x, y, z) [{xy)z Note that if g(x, y, z) = 1 then identities (1) and (6) each imply left alternativity, (2) and (5) each imply right alternativity and identities (3) and (4) The intent of this paper is to show that if R contains an idempotent e, then any pair of identities (l)-(6) which imply alternativity when g(x, y, z) =Ξ 1, imply alternativity in all cases. Since the methods of 463 proof are similar regardless of the choice of identities, to avoid repetition we present proofs only for the case of an algebra satisfying identities (1) and (2) and describe the results for the other cases at the end. Thus, unless otherwise specified, R will denote an algebra satisfying (1) and (2) over a field F of characteristic Φ 2. It wil be useful to note that if a -g(x, y, z) then (1) and (2) easily reduce to
2. Algebras with an identity element* In this section we assume that R contains an identity element 1. LEMMA 1. // R contains an identity element 1 and satisfies (1) then R is left alternative.
Proof. Let x, y, zeR and let
Suppose that (a;, y, z) + (y, α?, z) Φ 0 and that a = β. Then by (7) #2 = 0. lΐ a = δ then by (8) xz = 0 from which it follows that (a?, ^/, 2) + (y, a?, z) = 0. Thus α: ^ δ and we get from (8)
Since δ = 7 implies that s = 0 we get δ ^ 7 and y(xz) +
Thus if a? and y don't left alternate it follows that a Φ β. Since a Φ β, (7) leads to:
Applying the same procedure as above it follows that g(x, y, z + 1) Φ g(x + 1, y, z + 1) and that (12) (a?, y,z + ΐ) + (y, a;, 2 + 1) = ^'(y(2 + 1)) for //' e i^7.
Combining (11) and (12) we have (// -μ n )yz = ^"7/. If ^' = μ" it follows that a? and y left alternate. Suppose μ* Φ μ", then ^2; = cy for c 6 F. Thus, by (11) (a?, y, z) + (y, a?, z) -sy for a 6 JP. Analogously, (a?, y + 1, z) + (y + 1, x, z) = s'(y + 1) for a' 6 F. Comparing the last two equations we have (β -s')y = a'l. Thus, either β' = 0 or 7/ is a scalar multiple of the identity element. In either case (x, y, z) + (y, x, z) = 0, so R is left alternative. Proof. Let x,y,zeR, a = g(x, y, z) , and β = g(x + 1, #, 2).
Suppose a -β. If β -1 the result follows immediately whereas if /9 Φ 1 then yz + zy = 0. But in this case also (a?,
We are left with the case a Φ β. Then by (13) and (2' . Setting the last two equations equal we get (7 -7') = 7'1 and it follows that either 7' = 0 or y is a scalar multiple of the identity element. Thus, in any case (x, y, z) + (x, z, y) = 0.
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 we have THEOREM 1. If R contains an identity element and satisfies (1) and (2) then R is an alternative algebra.
3* Algebras containing an idempotent* Henceforth, we drop the assumption that R contains an identity element but assume instead that it contains a nonzero idempotent. LEMMA 3. // R satisfies (1) and (2) then (e, e, R) = (R, e, e) = (β, R, e) = 0.
Proof. Let xeiϋ. By (1) ex = ae{ex) for α -#(e, e, x). Thus 0, β, x) = (α -l)e(ea?)
Similarly (e, e, a? + β) = OS -l)[e(ex) + e] for /S = g(e, β 9 x + e).
is a scalar multiple of e so that ex is a scalar multiple of e. Thus (e, e, x) = ex -e(ex) = 0 and we have (e, e, Λ) = 0. Similarly, by (2) we get OR, e, e) = 0. For the last identity we first note that (e, R, e)e = 0.
For if x e R then (e, x, e)e = [(ex)e -e(xe)]e -(ex)e -[β(cce)]β = [e(x -xe)]e. But by (1), [e(x -xe)]e = -[(x -xβ)e]β + ^r(β, x -xβ, e)[e((x -xe)β) + (x -xe)e]
= 0 by the earlier remarks. Therefore (e, R, e)e -0. Now by (1) (β, x, e) = (μ -ί)[e(xe) + xβ] for J M = g(e, x, β) and (β, x + β, β) = (δ -l)[e(xe) + xe + 2β] for δ = #(e, x + e, e). Therefore (μ -δ)[β(xe) + xe] -2(δ -l)e. lί μ = δ then δ = 1 so that (β, x, e) -0. Otherwise β(xβ) + xe is a scalar multiple of e from which it follows that (e, x, e) = te for some teF.
But 0 = (e, x, e)β = ^β so that t = 0. Thus (e, x, e) = 0 so that (e, J?, β) = 0. LEMMA 
Lei e be an idempotent of a ring R satisfying (1).
Then to each x, y eR there are elements a, be F such that (x, y, e) + (V, x f e) = ae and (x, e, y) + (e, x, ») = be. Similarly, if R satisfies (2) there are elements c, deF such that (x, y, e) + (x, e, y) = ce α^ώ (e, x, y) + (β, 2/, x) = de.
Proof. We prove the first identity only as the others are proved analogously.
By (1) It is well known that Lemma 3 implies that, relative to an oo idempotent e, R has a Peirce decomposition R = R n + R 10 + R Q1 + where R i3 -{xeR\ex = ix, xe = jx}. Thus, we only have to prove the multiplicative properties in: THEOREM 2. Let R be an algebra satisfying (1) and (2) . Then if e is an idempotent of R, R has a Peirce decomposition R -R n + R 10 + R 01 + Roo relative to e and the Peirce subspaces multiply according to: To show that the subalgebras are othogonal, let x e R iίf y e R ih i Φ j. Then from (x, y f e) + (», e, y) = cβ, we get (a?y)β + (i -2i)^ = cβ from which it follows that xy = δee R n for some δ e F. Thus R u R jά £ R n . Now let a? 6 R n , y e R oo . By (2) Before proceeding note that R i3 Rjj + RuRa £ Ru + Ra for all i, j. For by Lemma 4, (a?, β, y) + (e, «, y) = be. Then if $ 6 j? n , yeR 10 or aeJ? 10 , 2/6i2 00 we obtain xy -e{xy) -beeR n so that xy 6 R n + JB 10 . Similarly in (a?, e, y) + (x, y, e) = cβ let x e ϋ? 00 , ^/ e R 01 or a?eJ?oi> VGRii to get (a?y)β -xy = ceeR n so that xyeR n + i2 βl . Next let a? € #«, y e R i3 -. Then αjy 6 R n + i? i:? . If a = ^(x, β, a/) then by (1) v = g(y, e, x) . Then ya Giίn + 22*. By (1) we obtain yx = v(iyx + e(yx)) and by (2) we have i{yx) + (yx)e = 2»i(yx) Therefore, if ΐ = 0 we have (yx)e = 0 so that (yx) n = 0. If i = 1 we have (1 -v)yx = v[e(yx) ] and 2yx = 2v^/x. Therefore, if v Φ 1 then ^/x = 0 whereas, if v = 1, β(j/flc) = 0 so that d/aj) n = 0. Hence, in all cases yx e R 3ί or RaR u S ί?^.
By Lemma 4, (x, β, y) + (β, a?, y) = be which reduces to (3i -1)^2/ -β(a?y) = be. This implies that xyeR n . Now let <5 = g (x, y, e) . Then (1) Let x 6 iϋ 10 , ^/ 6 R 01 . Then (α;, β, y) + (β, a?, y) = be reduces to xyeixy) = δe so that x^/ e JB U + J? 10 . Also (a?, #, e) + (a?, β, y) = cβ reduces to (xy)e -xy -ce so that xy e R n + R 01 .
Thus xy e(R n + j? θ i) Π = 0 and (r, y, a?) = (y, a?, r) = (a?, r, y) for all x, yeR). It is shown in [4] that Theorem 2 is equivalent to the fact that e e N A (R) for any idempotent e of R. It is immediate that if i Φ j then R iS £ N A (R) for if r iS e R ίό then (e + r iό ) 2 = e + r iό . Thus e + r iά is idempotent so that e + r,y 6 N A (R) and so r^ 6 N A (R).
LEMMA 5. R n and R oo are alternative subalgebras of R.
Proof. It is immediate from Theorem 1 that R n is alternative since R n is an algebra which contains an identity element e. Now let x, y, ze R oo , a = g(x, y, z) , and β = g(x + e, y + e, z + β). Then by ( (1) and (2) and if R contains a nonzero idempotent element, then R is alternative.
Proof. Let x,yeR.
Then x = Σii=o^i and y = Σi,i=ol/<i so that 0, α, 2/) = ΣJ,i=o (», », ?/ϋ) Now if i ^ i, then y iό e iV^(jB) so that, by the definition of N A (R), (x, x, y tί ) = 0. Thus, (x, x, y) reduces to Σί=o (^ %, Vn) = Σi,i,fc,r=o (^i. ^fcr, Vu) Let S denote the sum Σί,j,i,r f i=o (^ϋ> ^f cr> 2/H) The terms in S of the form (x ij9 x kk , y n ) are all zero by Theorem 2 and Lemma 5. The terms in S of the form (x ij9 x ίj9 y u ) for i Φ j are all zero since x iό e N A {R). Finally the other terms in S come in pairs of the form (x iίΊ x kr , y ιt ) + (x kr , x ijf y n ). Since i Φ j or k Φ r the sum of each of these pairs is zero. Thus (x, x,y) = 0 and R is left alternative. Similarly R is right alternative.
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